1. Find a shiny red coach,  
And there on the door,  
A cliff shaped like a head.  
Do you want to find more?

2. Find this man  
on a horse,  
Near the mountains,  
of course.

3. By a fancy hotel  
There's an old-fashioned train  
Bringing people to hike  
In the sun and the rain.

4. To the top of the mountain  
We all want to go  
Scramble over the rocks now  
And feel the wind blow.

5. On the tallest White Mountain  
Here's a place we can stop.  
There's a house on Mount Washington  
Right at the top.

6. Sitting high on a rock,  
Do you wish that was you  
Dangling your feet  
And enjoying the view?

Continue your hunt on the back...
7. Here's a funny little hiker
   With too much to pack.
   With so much to carry,
   Do you think he'll turn back?

8. A coach and four horses
   Take us far from the town
   We sit high on the roof
   And we bounce up and down.

9. An umbrella for shade,
   On a hillside she sat,
   Near a lady in white
   And a man in a hat.

10. In a north country valley,
    Brooks and rivers flow down.
    Stores, factories, and houses
    Soon made up a town.

X

You've found mountains and people,
Lots of rocks, wind and sun.
Did you have fun exploring?
Now our treasure hunt's done.
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